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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Margarito Cázares Guerrero has contributed to the dictionary with 3666 meanings that we have approved and collected
in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do
not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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recibos
In Mexico it is common for us to call receipts to bills that come to us at home so that we make the respective payments
for domestic water, electricity, etc.

reciclarse
A process by which any type of object or material is reused

reclasificar
It's sorting something classified before

reclusorio
Place where are kept locked up the criminals

recorrer con la mirada
See from one side to the other or in all its extent to a person, animal or thing

recuas
Group of horses that go together, particularly those carrying the cart

recular
Walking back towards a person or an animal

redificar
Networking is incorrectly written, and should be written as "rebuilding" being its meaning:<br>Build again, to rebuild

redimiendo el tiempo
Trying to recover the time lost or poorly employed

reducir a ceniza
Burn, burn, burn down something

refranes
They are sentences that try to convey a teaching, they are usually of anonymous origin

refranes de pan
Who they give bread that I cried?

refranes de pan
Lack of bread, tortilla



refrescos
Commercial bottled drink different flavors, usually is taken cold

refri
Par shorthand to refer to the refrigerator

refunfu
refunfu is incorrectly written, and should be written as "I refunfuño" being its meaning:<br>Make some noise or sound
not articulated as a sign of anger or disgust

regadera
Many mistakes when performing an activity

regaderazo
Quick bath using a shower

regados
It is when objects or animals are distributed in disorder in a place or surface

regalarle los oidos
Is gives your ears when listening to music or other sounds nice

regateador
Person to discuss the prices of what intends to buy, in order to pay less by objects or items

regiomontano
Adjective for people born in Monterrey, Nuevo Leon Mexico

regiomontano universal
Name by which is known the writer and Ambassador Monterrey " Alfonso Reyes "

regocijadisimo
Giving samples of much joy or happiness

regozijaron
Were glad, joy is joy capabilities

rehuyen
Avoid facing a situation or person

reir a carcajadas
It is laugh rumbled



relacion infiel
Maintaining a relationship with a person having commitment to another

relajarse
Let be tense, relax into a State of peace and quiet

remar contra corriente
It is to execute any action, when the conditions are not conducive

rematar abaratar
Lower the price of goods to the maximum in order to sell them soon

remedios
Plural of remedy, product or combination of products that cure a disease

remedios
Feminine proper name

remigia
remigia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Remi" being its meaning:<br>Female name, in male Remigio

remojón
Is when the person takes a bath very quickly

remoloneadas
Regrinding the food with the teeth before you swallow them

remontando
Return or relive the past

renguea
Infinitive verb renguear, walking with difficulty, by dragging a foot or showing any other difficulty in the foot or leg, to walk
normally

renumerativo
renumerativo it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "remunerative" being its meaning:<br>Remuneration or
remuneration, activity or job that an appropriate payment is received

repantigado
In a bad mood

reparos



It makes reservations who do not agree, objections

reparos
Hops that give some mammals, such as: horses, Bulls, donkeys, etc., when they feel some weight on their backs

reprimible
It is everything that should not be done either by breaking the laws or for failing to moral

reputacion
Reputation and credit of someone

resago
setback is incorrectly written, and should be written as "I delay" being its meaning:<br>It is all that remains to be late or
pending in time and/or space, example, Juan backwardness on the road

resanador
Product that is used to heal or is to cover cracks on certain surfaces, e.g. in wooden furniture or objects damaged

resbalada
Sliding of a person or thing on a surface, often a coaster, ends with a fall

resbaladeros
They are metal or concrete structures, used to slide on them, from top to bottom

reses
Animals of domestic cattle, sheep, etc. or wild species such as wild boar, deer, etc.

resistentes
It is used to refer to persons, animals, or items with the ability to withstand or withstand loads, stresses or adverse
conditions

resoyara
Breathing, is mainly used to refer to the action of breathing of animals

respaldado
It's the same as helped or supported by

respetados
Respected or respected, are the people who, by their merits, are worthy of consideration

respetuosos
They are the people that meet or act of laws and standards



restaurant
Place payment serving meals. It comes from the word restore [forces, spirits, etc.]

retablo
Architectural work, painting or carving, composing an altar decoration

retachados
People or things that are returned to where they come from

retacón
Give a short, is eating too much

retirarse
Is to go from one place to another

retosar
retosar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "he Frolics" being its meaning:<br>Give jump, run around for fun

retozones
retozones is incorrectly written and it should be written as "retosones" being its meaning:<br>They jump or jump in a
kind of game, can't be ablando mainly children or animals

retórica
Art of public speaking

revolotear
Revolver, deseordenar some kind of things within a space

revoltijo
Mexican stew with different ingredients

riata
Rope or Twine for different uses of any material

ricito
It is a portion of the total of wavy hair of a person, in plural Goldilocks

ricos
It is said of certain foods which are pleasant to the palate

ricos
They are people who have a lot of material goods



riego
Artificial water supply plants and crops to ensure the necessary degree of humidity

rijoso
It is said person that easily involved in lawsuits

riscos
Steep and high cliffs

rita
Feminine proper name

rito
Male proper name

ritos
Plural masculine name rite

rivera
Rivera is a surname

rizador
Small metal object with plastic, used by women to give shape to the tabs

rizo
In Mexico curl is a surname

rímel
Item of beauty that makes the tabs look more abundant and long

robicundo
Person with envelope weight

robo
Theft is a crime, consists of appropriating of what does not belong to us

rociarse
Apply small pieces of any product, usually a liquid or powder

rocosas
They have stones or rocks



rodiola
Device to listen to music through discs

rodón
rodon is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Rondón" being its meaning:<br>Slang for a ride, get out for a ride

roel
Roel is a surname

rollero
The person who speaks a lot and many times it is not clear what you want to convey is rollero or rollera

romance tormentoso
It's when a couple is constantly fighting

romina
Feminine proper name

roque
Masculine name

rosa
Feminine proper name

rosea
Spray, lightly sprinkle a liquid, e.g. gasoline, lead to a fire or fire

rosita
Diminutive of the feminine proper name Rosa

rosticería
Establishment where are rostizan and sell roasted chickens

rosticero
Metal device that works by half-hearted and serves for rotisserie chicken

rotacion interna
internal rotation is incorrectly written and should be written as "internal rotation" being its meaning:<br>Change of
position or functions within the same company or institution employees

roto
Poor man who likes vistirse as rico



rotular
Add data that allow the cards to reach your recipient on envelopes

rubirosa
It is a surname

rubor
Female oil which is applied on the cheeks to give a rosy effect

ruca
Women entry in years, said crudely woman old

ruca
Term somewhat derogatory to refer it to the woman

ruca
Generic term to refer to any woman

ruco
Term derogatory to refer it to a man entered in years, adult greater

ruda
Person of modal sudden

rugientes
It is the noise ( ROAR ) making certain beasts when they are angry, as the Lions

ruin
Bad feelings, miserly, miserable

rutilantes
That glow, that they release flashes of light

sabandija
Insect or small reptile

saber a rayos
It is said of that which has bad taste, unpleasant taste

sabino
Male proper name



sableado
Commonly it is said person that she has been deceived and has lost money or other property, by means of that
deception

sabroso
Pleasant taste to the palate

sacapiojos
Very close together-toothed comb that through it the hair lice

sacar con fuego
Eviction by means or use of firearms

sacar la bandera blanca
In an armed conflict, or war, taking out the white flag means granting and seeking peace

sacar la lengua
Remove language and show it is without words insulting the person who shows, is more common in children and women
than in men

sacar los pies del plato
Non-intervention in Foreign Affairs

sacona
Says the person that does not seek solutions to problems and conflict situations that are presented, the reverse is 34, it
enthrones "

salacion
Apply salt, usually used for the process of applying salt to some products such as meat of fish conservation

salada
It is said of a person has no luck, which all comes out wrong

salario diario
It's what a person earns every day for the work he does

salas
Plural of room, furniture main of a room, consisting of seats, can be of different types and materials

salas
Plural of room, main room of the social area of a House



salas
In Mexico is a surname

salchichas
Type of meat-based sausage that can be consumed in different culinary preparations

salga pez o salga rana
It is said that phrase when it decides to do something regardless of the results

salinas
Mexico Salinas is a surname

salir de sus cabales
out of his senses is incorrectly written and it should be written as "out of his senses" being its meaning:<br>Lose control
of himself, usually by courage, emotional irritation, etc.

salir disparado
It's when a person gets out of somewhere very quickly

salir mal parado
It is to be evil to others, in a given situation

salome
Own name, can be male or female

salsera
It is the container in which the sauce is taken to the table so that from there they serve to their taste the diners

saltillo
Capital of the Mexican State of Coahuila

salva la parte
Save the part is written incorrectly and should be written as"save the part" being its meaning:<br>It is an expression that
is used to refer to any part of the body but that modesty does not want to mention by name that party, example: received
a strong hit between the legs in salva is the part

salvo
In Mexico, except is a trademark of a product for washing kitchen utensils

sancho
It's a man with which the woman cheats on her husband



sancochado
Stew or poorly prepared, specifically food that lacks cooking

sandwich
Couple of slices of bread, one above the other with some sort of food between the two, can be cold meats, salads, etc.

sangrado de la boca
That comes out of him or sheds blood for and from the mouth, can be a hit received, extraction of a tooth, etc. You can
shed blood through the mouth but have their origin in a part more internal body

sangre solidificacion
When the blood starts a process of solidification said that you coagulated

sangrientos
The word is usually used to refer to event where there was blood, usually injured or killed

sanjuan
Sanjuan is incorrectly written, and should be written as "San Juan" being its meaning:<br>San Juan is the name of a
Virgin of the Catholic Church

sanjuan
Sanjuan is incorrectly written, and should be written as "San Juan" being its meaning:<br>San Juan is the name of a
river in the Mexican State of nuevo León

sanjuan
Sanjuan is incorrectly written, and should be written as "San Juan" being its meaning:<br>It is the hometown of the
"Sanjuanera " character from the novel and film "The crime of padre Amaro "

sanjuanera
The Sanjuanera is a character from the novel and film " The crime of padre Amaro "

sannicolas
sannicolás is incorrectly written, and should be written as "San Nicolas" being its meaning:<br>San Nicolás of the Garza
Nuevo Leon is a city in that State in the North of Mexico

santanizados
santanizados is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Satanizados" as meaning:<br>Demonizing, see and
highlight only the negative aspects of a person, object or subject

santo
The Saint was a Mexican wrestler of wrestling, also known as el Enmascarado de plata

santo que no es visto no es adorado



It is a Mexican saying that means that you may not wish to a person who is not often

santo que no es visto, no es adorado
Means that we do not want, love, idolize, etc., a person or thing that we don't physically have in sight

santurron
santurron is incorrectly written, and should be written as "sanctimonious" being its meaning:<br>Sanctimonious or
self-righteous, person that is missing to the Church and the religious cults, but who in his private life leaves much to be
desired

santurrona
Derogatory applied a person attached to religion

sapientisimas su
He knows much, which has extensive knowledge

saravia
It is a surname

sarmientar
Trim the branches of the vine after the pruning, in order to plant them and count on new plants

sarrapastroso
Person dirty and neglected in if same and in your clothes

saskia
Name of a Mexican painter

satanisado wikipedia
Demonizing is seeing only the negative side of something or someone

saturnino
Male proper name

sábila
Plant de similarly to the del maguey, but more small

se descubrió el pastel
Expression used to refer to the fact that something that was intended to keep hidden, comes to light

se explica como un libro
It is said person that explains and is made to understand easily



se hace de boca chiquita
It is said of the hypocritical person, that it is not shown as it is

se jama un cable
An expression that is used to refer to the person who eats any type and amount of food

se le espeta a uno cara a cara
Reprimand or scold something a person directly

se me chispoteo
Expression that is used to in indicate that something one says or expresses was done without thinking, that was not the
intention to say it

se prudente
Be moderate, cautious in the way of being or acting

se rompieron las cazuelas
It is a saying that is used in cases where a friendship between two people ends

secarse
It is to free yourself from any liquid that one has on the body, the most common thing is that it is water

secos
They do not contain water or moisture.  The opposite is wet, wet

sedentario
That it does not move, not walking

seducir
Trick with cunning

segación
Action of mowing, cutting the harvest or the grass with a sickle

segregan
Separate, put away

segunda mano
It is the name that is given to objects and clothing that are sold or bought secondhand

segundo frente
She's the woman with which the husband cheats on wives



seguro
Short way to refer to the Mexican Institute of Social Security

sembradas
Past sowing, deposit the seed in the soil in order to obtain a new plant or tree

sembraste
Last verb seed, put seeds in the ground, in order to produce a new plant or tree

semi humedo
With low humidity

semirecta
To be straight but not exactly straight or straight with small bends or ripples

semita
It is a type of sweet bread, prepared from wheat flour

seno familiar
Within the family and the home

sentar la cabeza
feel the head is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Sentar cabeza" being its meaning:<br>Head is that a
person acquires maturity, acting with common sense

sentar sus reales
Their real is reaching a place, set in the and acquire some power and dominion of things or situations

sentensiar
sentensiar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Sentencing" being its meaning:<br>Declare a penalty or
punishment for any offense incurred

señora de las cuatro décadas
Ricardo Arjona song dedicated to the women of forty years

señora que lacta a bebes
That is the meaning of the word nurse

septimogenario
septimogenario is incorrectly written, and should be written as "septuagenario" being its meaning:<br>Person who walks
in the seventy years of age



sepulcrar
sepulcrar is incorrectly written and it should be written as "tombstone" being its meaning:<br>Concerning the tombs or
graves

ser amable
It is kind the person who proceeds in such a way that he earns the esteem and affection of others

ser asexual
Is asexual the person who lacks sexual deso

ser codo
He's the person who doesn't like to spend his money or share what he's got.

ser como el asadon
as the asadon is incorrectly written and it should be written as "being like a hoe" being its meaning:<br>It's like hoe the
person seeking always only get benefits for their benefit, without adding anything to the benefit of others. Nothing but it
wants here and there for nothing, as you work with the hoe

ser como el carrizo
Is said to be as Reed the person to not sample have good feelings, not having heart, since Reed is hollow inside

ser concha
Shell is the person who doesn't care about what happens in your environment, pretend or acts as if it won't matter
anything, good or bad

ser cosa fina
The phrase is used to refer to a person or thing with special qualities

ser creído
It is said person that feels superior to others

ser el cuento de nunca acabar
The phrase is used to refer to events that are repeated over and over again and give the appearance that never going to
let it happen, usually causing any discomfort

ser íntegro
It is a quality of the human being that consists of being honest, not acting falsely

ser la gota que colma al vaso
It is an expression used to indicate the arrival of a fact that causes something to exceed a tolerable limit

ser la media naranja
The half orange is a person who is sentimentally the complement of another



ser mal pájaro de agujero
be bad hole bird is incorrectly written and it should be written as "bird of evil agüero" being its meaning:<br>It is said
person predicts bad things

ser muy paciente
Who has the gift of being patient, be patient in his dealings with others

ser muy picudo
It is the person who always wants to profit by harming others is stung or stung

ser pájaro de mal agujero
Be the bearer of bad news forecast negative events

ser un buen partido
Man considered good for marriage, may be its economic position, profession, etc.

ser un fresco
Be a shameless, have no shame

ser un muerto de hambre
Phrase that is used as an insult, refers to a person who lacks material goods

ser un ogro
It is said of the person with whom it is difficult treatment

ser un paquete
Be a package is to be a problem or supply them

sera perdida
will be lost is incorrectly written and should be written as "lost wax" being its meaning:<br>It is a process used for the
elaboration of sculptures and other objects, mainly of bronze

serena
State of stillness of a person or thing

serna
It is a surname

serviciales
It is said of people who have the gift of serving

servicialidad



Quality of friendly, caring, considerate

servil
Person who is shown to be helpful in surplus even at the expense of his dignity as a person

sesteaderos
Places or establishments in roads or highways to rest for a short time of travelers

se¿or feudal
They feudal or is incorrectly written and should be written as "feudal Lord" being its meaning:?<br>Master or owner of a
fief or land of considerable proportions, generally considered owner also of persons inhabiting the stronghold. Currently
no longer exist as such feudal lords

si se puede
It is a phrase that is used between a group of people, to dare in order to achieve a common goal, usually pronounced in
strong tone or shouting in the more or less melodious form

sicnificado de la palabra garrul
Person very talkative or talkative, vulgar, pedestrian

sicologica
Relating or pertaining to psychology

siembre
Sow is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Seeding" being its meaning:<br>Verb sow, deposit the seed in the
ground so that reproduces a plant or tree

siesta dormir
Sleep for a short time, usually in the afternoon.

sifnificado de tipografia
sifnificado of typography is incorrectly written, and should be written as "typography" being its meaning:<br>Study of the
shape of the letters and writing

sigilosos
Plural of stealth, silent, quietly

signficado de observar
See in detail to someone or something

significado de agovia
meaning of agovia is incorrectly written and it should be written as "it overwhelms" being its meaning:<br>Overwhelm,
cause sadness or grief



significdo de bacheo
Cover or cover the potholes or holes in the pavement

significodo de tecolote
OWL, a nocturnal bird of prey, of big eyes

sillares
They are blocks of compacted natural clay, used in construction in the past decades

sillero
Place where the chairs are kept riding

silvestre
It is the name of a cat that appears in cartoons and cartoon

silvestre
Is a name own male

simprificar
Simplify and not sift, make things simple, they're not complicated

sin ánimo
It's lacking in desire or enthusiasm to do something

sin cuernos
Hornless animal when it would normally have them

sin freno
That it has no brake or that is way to stop it, in a literal sense you can refer to a vehicle and figuratively to a person

sin gracia
Person, place or event lacking attractiveness or grace

sin mancha
Used to refer to a person with no negative history

sin mas ni mas
Start something immediately without waiting for anything or anybody

sin ningún costo
These are things you can get without paying for them



sin pensarlo dos veces
Make or do something without thinking much, with decision

sin ton ni son
The expression is used to refer to the implementation acts or words which say without any sense or coherence

sin verguenza
without shame, it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "no shame" being its meaning:<br>Have no shame or
modesty, do not show respect

sindrome de estocolmo
Stockholm syndrome is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Stockholm syndrome" being its meaning:<br>The
person who comes to sympathize and to defend the cause suffering the Stockholm syndrome of, or persons who hold it
kidnapped

sinificado de ostra
Edible mollusk that lives on the one hand attached to the marine rocks of its shell

sinnificado de ascudilla
ascudilla sinnificado is incorrectly written, and should be written as "it escudilla" being its meaning:<br>Wide and
half-sphere-shaped vessel that is usually served soup and broth

sinnificado de ascudilla
Deep dish to serve food

sinnificado de ascudilla
ascudilla sinnificado is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Escudilla" being its meaning:<br>Deep dish to
serve food, soups and broths

sinonimo de insólito
Incredible

sinonimo de monte de capote
synonymous with Mount of capote is incorrectly written and should be written as "Capo di Monti" being its
meaning:<br>Fine Italian porcelain

sinonimo de penubroso
synonym for penubroso is incorrectly written, and should be written as "penumbroso" as meaning:<br>Dark, dark,
unlighted, lack of visibility

sinonimo de perecible
Synonym, mortal, that someday will die



sinonimo deinputar
synonymous with deinputar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "impute" being its meaning:<br>Blame or take
responsibility of something to someone

sinonimo engreida
To refer to someone cocky to smug said that " does not need grandmother "

sinonimo herbáceo
Botanical, plant

sinónimo de agua
H2O chemical formula for water

sinónimo de experiencias
Experiences

sinónimo de incursionar
Enter, enter

sinónimo de retardar
Delay

sinónimo de trabajo
Work

sinónimos
Plural of synonym, is when one word means the same as another

sinusuoso
sinusuoso is incorrectly written, and should be written as "winding" being its meaning:<br>Adjective used to refer to a
road or highway with curves and other difficulties for the circulacioon

sita
SITA is a feminine personal name

sobrantes
They are things of any kind too much, after using part of them

sobrarse
Have capacity or resources of more to resolve a situation

sobrepasado



Who does, says, or is in a location that exceeds what is considered normal, it can be said of a person who is exceeded
in weight, which exceeds what he says or does, etc.

sobrepoblacion
overpopulation is incorrectly written, and should be written as "overpopulation" as meaning:<br>Have a place more
inhabitants of which could be suitable according to territorial expansion or established standards

sobreposicion
Overcome, overcome a situation or unpleasant time

sobreproteccion
Protect more

sobriedad
Temperance, moderation especially in eating and drinking

socionaturales
Topic or subject which includes the natural and social sciences

soco
Diminutive of the name Socorro

socorrito
Diminutive of the feminine proper name relief

socorro
It is a feminine name

sodas
Plural of soda, any kind of bottled non-alcoholic beverage

solapador
It is a person who allows and helps hide negative actions from another person

solario
Terrace or similar place that allows a maximum of sunlight

soldado de a pié
They are the soldiers who do not ride either on horseback or in any other means of transport

soledad
As it is not write a poem about the word, only dire loneliness is a feminine name



solipados
solipados is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Solipeds" being its meaning:<br>Equine

solo es cuesti?n de tiempo
It is said the sentence when you are sure that something will happen, no one knows when, but it will happen over time

sololoi
sololoi is incorrectly written, and should be written as "sololoy" as meaning:<br>Kind of rigid plastic, which, among other
thing, toys were produced in the decades of 50-60 of the last century

soltar un rollo
Speak to a person or group trying to explain or narrate something, usually little credible

solterón
Man that exceeded certain age and not married

solución general para cualquier mal
Optimism and a smile are used for improvement in any kind of evil

sombrilla
Disdainful shade, area in which fail the rays of the Sun

son mas la echadas que las que ponen
Mexican said that is said when someone in his talk says more lies than truths. Literally it means that not all hens pitches
or lying are which lay an egg.

sonantes
They sound or make noise to manipulate them, is usually used to refer to the money

soñar con serpientes
It means that there are people who speak ill of you behind your back

soografia
soografia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Zoografia" as meaning:<br>Geographical distribution of
animals on Earth

sopa de tortilla
Food prepared from corn tortillas and salsa

sopezar
Weighing and not weighing is calculating the weight of something, it can be something material or other, for example
perform an action.



sorpresivamente
Unexpectedly, without notice

sos
International call for assistance, according to a source are the acronym for "socorthing or succumbing"

soto
Soto is a surname

soyate
Alcoholic beverage of low quality

stop de material
stop of material is incorrectly written and it should be written as "stock of materials" being its meaning:<br>Minimum
amount of a product that must be in existence a business or company

su sauzal
Place where you can find the willows

subordinadas
They are people supervised by another who is their superior and that is how the subordination relationship is created

subunidades
Units resulting from dividing one higher, for example for better control or administration unit

subvalorado
It is assigned or considered a lower value than the real one, you may be talking about people, animals or things.  The
opposite is over-valued

sucias
People, animals or things that lack hygiene

sucumvir
sucumvir is incorrectly written and should be written as "Succumbing " being its meaning: < /br > die, perish

sudados
That they find or bring sweat or perspiration, usually by heat effect

suduccion
suduccion is incorrectly written, and should be written as "seduction" being its meaning:<br>Maximum attraction a
person, animal or object over another



suela
Bottom of footwear, which has direct contact with the ground, can be of different materials

sujetados
People or things attached to something else

sumo y zumo
Sumo verb add, add, increase; juice juice of fruits and vegetables

superarse
Is to get an achievement of different kind, it can be economic, academic, etc.

surcio
surcio is incorrectly written, and should be written as "surcio" as meaning:<br>Last of the verb surcir, sewing with ahuja
and thread a broken pledge

surcos
They are openings in the terrain, shallow and elongated in shape.  It is usually done to sow some kind of seed

surfear
Recreational or sports activity consisting of slipping on a water surface, over a few elongated special attachments the
feet are placed on the

suripanta
Prostitute

suripanta
Harlot

suripanta
Whore

suspendido
It is said person temporarily leaving certain functions or activities, by higher order

sustuosamente
sustuosamente is incorrectly written, and should be written as "sumptuously" being its meaning:<br>With luxury and
elegance in every detail of an event

tacha
Symbol in the form of "X" that the teachers put in the notebooks of their students to disqualify some activity



taco de ojo
It is when time with liking someone who you like, almost always applies when someone like sexually speaking, the
person can be known or deconocida

taco gourmet
Taco prepared with food that is considered very special to satisfy demanding tastes

tacón cubano
Is a type of heel of shoe men

talacha
Any type of non-recreational activity that is carried out inside or outside the home

talache
Manual tool, used for digging and/or opening ditches.

talacho
talacho is incorrectly written and it should be written as "talacho" being its meaning:<br>Conversational past of talachar,
by working

talachón
In ordinary language person with big feet

talachón
In ordinary language person with big feet

tallador
Wooden utensil and sheet corrugated, used to carve the clothes in the process of labado

talonear
Dance sounding heels against the floor

tamal
Culinary preparation based on cornmeal, stuffed with varied stews, such as meat, cheese, beans, etc.  , are wrapped in
previously soaked corn leaf and finally steamed

tamalera
Pot in which tamales are cooked

tamalera
Woman who is dedicated to the production and sale of tamales



tamalera
Woman who is dedicated to the production and sale of tamales

tamalera
Woman who is dedicated to the production and sale of tamales

tamalon
tamalon is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Tamalon" being its meaning:<br>Tamalon or tamalona, obese
person

tamalona
Ill-formed body and robust woman

tambalache
tambalache is incorrectly written, and should be written as "tambache" as meaning:<br>Bulk or large wrap, stack or
heap of things

tambores
Plural drum, are musical instruments that hang from the neck, fall on the belly and play used two sticks or wooden
wands

tamez
Tamez is a surname

tantear el agua a los camotes
Try your luck or calculate whether to take such action or what action

tantita
Small amounts, i.e. tantita sugar gives me?

tapanco
Not habitable attic which is used for storing tools, seeds, and other objects

tapia
Singular of walls, building in ruins which are only some walls in foot

tapia
Tapia in Mexico is a surname

tapia
It is the maiden name of a former Governor of the Mexican State of Coahuila



taquear
Eating or eating tacos

taquero
Person who sells tacos, prepared by himself or someone more

taquilla
Place in the auditoriums where can be purchased tickets or tickets

tarazcada
Action consisting of eating, biting or devouring a piece of food in one bite

tarde pero seguro
This phrase justifies those who are usually late for their commitments

tarde pero sin sueño
Phrase with which some people try to justify themselves when they are late for their commitments

tarima
Wooden structure on which different goods, are placed in order to ship them more easily by means of a forklift

tarjetazo
make an unexpected expense and pay with credit card

tarjetera
Box to contain the view or presentation cards

tarrito
Diminutive of jar, cup with haze to ingest drinks

tarugo
They are small pieces elongated wooden, used in carpentry for the union of the different parts of a piece of furniture,
door, window, etc., rather than nails or screws

tasias
tasias is incorrectly written and it should be written as "taxa" being its meaning:<br>Word of the English language that
can be translated as taxes

tatareando
tatareando is incorrectly written and it should be written as "humming" being its meaning:<br>Singing between teeth for
oneself, usually part of melodies which one remembers



taxi boy
Taxi driver or lad taxi driver

taxista
Person who works driving a rental car

te amo más que a nada en este mundo
Common phrase that is said to the beloved person, that can be sincere at the time that you give, but that it must be
understood that this sentiment may change at any time

te dan el remedio y quieres el trapito
Literally means that they give you the cure for any ailment and ask the cloth apparatus to apply it. Also applies to when I
give you something and you request something more

te lo juro
Phrase we say to reaffirm that what we say is true

tediosa
Annoying, boring, tired

tegido adiposo
adipose tegido is incorrectly written and should be written as "fat" to be its meaning:<br>It is formed in certain parts of
the body, mainly in the waist, by grease build-up

tegumentos
What covers or wrapping, in anatomy refers to skin and in Botany else tissue covering some parts of plants

teja
Piece of clay molded and cooked, in the form of channel to drain rain water

tejamanil
Thin wooden table that is placed like tiles on roofs of buildings

tejavan
House built wood-based

tejido oseo
Refers to the bones of people and animals

tekila
tekila is incorrectly written, and should be written as "tequila" being its meaning:<br>Alcoholic beverage produced in
Mexico from agave



telesecundaria
Teaching the secondary through the television

televidentis
televidentis is incorrectly written, and should be written as "viewers" being its meaning:<br>They are the people who
watch TV

telpochcalli
It is the name which received the schools that attended the Aztec children, before the arrival of Columbus

temanaxtle
Stone of volcanic origin which resist heat and forming the stove

temperaturas suaves
It is when the temperature is pleasing to people that are not very hot or cold

tencho
Diminutive of the name "Hortensio "

tencho
In Mexico there is no name Ortencia nor Ortencio, Hortensia and Hortensio exist and their respective diminutives are
Tencha and Tencho

tender velas
Get ready to go out or splitting was a place

tener a alguien en el bolsillo
Gain the trust of someone to the point knowing that will be in our favour unconditionally

tener a mano
you have on hand is incorrectly written and it should be written as "having the hand" being its meaning:<br>You have
about something or someone to use or Dispose if necessary. Example, I have money on hand in case you might need it

tener buena mano
Having good hand means that what makes a person gets good results

tener cordura
It's being cautious or careful in what you do and talk, in general in the way you act

tener el mango del sartén
It means keeping the authority, the one who has the pan by the handle is the one who decides



tener frita
Having fried to a person is to have it tired or fastidiada by repetitive negative situations. Used also in first person to refer
to be in big trouble

tener la cabeza sobre los hombros
Says sensible person acting with maturity

tener mamitis
Rely on or have attachment disproportionate by the mother

tener mas vida que un gato
That is said of people who have survived life-threatening situations, as pregoned cats have seven lives

tener un mal dia
having a bad day is incorrectly written and it should be written as "having a bad day" being its meaning:<br>It is in a
certain day when nothing of what we do comes out well

tener un morro que te pisa
Have a young boy with whom sexual intercourse is done

tener un toque dorado
The golden touch is the color of the skin of some people acquired after exposure to the Sun

tener un toque dorado
The term refers to the color acquired some foods being fried in oil

tentaleado
Tentalear, touching something without seeing, trying to identify is what is touched, or trying to get to a place using only
touch, like when we walk in the dark inside the House

tente en pie
A have you standing is something that eats or drinks, to stay standing while eating in the form

tentenpie
A tentenpie is any light snack that is consumed in order to withstand hunger until eating fit

tepache
Drink prepared with the fermentation of pineapple, takes cold

tepacheria
tepacheria is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Tepacheria" as meaning:<br>Place where to prepare and sell
tepache



tepalcate
Singular of tepalcates, pieces of a vase broken, usually of mud or materials similar

tepanco
tepanco is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Loft" being its meaning:<br>It is a space that is built into some
room which are sufficiently high, between the floor and ceiling, are generally used to store objects of little use

tepic
Tepic is the capital city of the Mexican State of Nayarit

teporocho
Man who lives in the street, very bad appearance and usually alcoholic

termo
Special container to keep the temperature of the liquids deposited in the same

terreno llano y hondo que hay entre dos montañas
That could be the definition of what is a Valley

territorio insular
Islander

testarudos
People who don't understand reasons or take advice

testículos
They are part of the male reproductive organ, usually each man possesses two and colloquially it is called eggs or eggs

texto narrativo
It is a writing that deals with or transmits knowledge about past events

the teacher
The teacher or the teacher, in English language

tibores diccionario real academia española
Plural of tibor, shaped jug, can be of porcelain, ceramic, clay, Etc., usually have top, which makes them different to the
vases

tiburcio
Male proper name

ticuruche



Very but very poor housing, precarious

tienda de conveniencia
Relatively small commercial establishments are in which a good amount of consumer products can be found at home. 
Usually there is one close to our home or workplace

tierras emergidas
Lands that are visible when the level of water that covered them

tiesas
Being motionless, lack of flexibility

tilichento
Person who likes to accumulate tiliches, objects without any utility

tiliches
Belongings of a person, usually applied when they are few and of little value

tinaco
Recent large used as water tank

tirar la casa por la ventana
Spend too much money on something with ostentation, and boasting

tirar los patos a las escopetas
Expression used to refer to cases where a lower or subordinate wants to command more than his superior

tironero
He's the person who always lends himself to helping others

tirón
Give a jerk to someone is to help him out of a bind or predicament, who is always willing to help others tironero is called

titipuchal
Large number of people or things

titulo supletorio
Title of a work, that can be replaced at a given time, to the title proper

título alternativo
It's when a writing, usually a book, has two titles that identify it



tlachiquero
Man who extracted from the maguey honey

tlapaleira
tlapaleira is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Hardware store" being its meaning:<br>Place where they sell
products miscellaneous products for repair, construction or beautification of houses and other buildings, such as: paint,
adhesives, hardware, solvents, etc.

tocar los huevos
It is touching or touching the testicles, and doing so is already another subject as it may have different motive or
meaning

tocar una campanilla
The phrase can have two meanings : Move the bell to ring or ring and touch the bell with your hand or fingers but
without moving it from place, so that it does not sound

tocayo
Is namesake of one person to another that has the same name

tocho
Idiom by " all "

tochos
Idiom to refer to all

todos coludos o todos rabones
It means everyone in a given group must be treated equally or they should receive the same benefits

toito
Wrong way of abbreviating " todito " of the word all

tomar los puntos sobre la ies
The correct expression is "put the points on the ies", is used in some cases to refer to clarify a matter or situation

tomarle el pelo a una persona
It is deceiving a person, telling him a lie that the avalancy believes to be true

tomasuco
It is a form of call in confidence to name persons Thomas

torascada
torascada is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Tarascada" being its meaning:<br>Bite of larger proportions,
given either by fury or excess of habre



torcer la boga
twist the boga is incorrectly written and it should be written as "twist mouth" being its meaning:<br>It is a gesture of
displeasure that is made when you see or hear something you do not like, is to lift the lips and turn it sideways, with the
mouth closed

torillo
derogatory Toro

torrentera
Last name of Mexican film actress "Lupita Torrentera "

torreon
Torreon is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Tower" being its meaning:<br>It is the name of a city in the
Mexican State of Coahuila

torreon
Torreon is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Tower" being its meaning:<br>It is the name of a city in the
Mexican State of Coahuila

tortear
Prepare tortillas

tortear el ocico
It is to give blows in the face with an open hand

tortillera
Container in which the tortillas are

tortillera
Woman who serves tortillas, either flour corn or wheat

tortuoso
He says roads sale making them difficult travel

torvellino
torvellino is incorrectly written, and should be written as "whirlwind" being its meaning:<br>Eddy of wind or dust

tostada
Corn tortilla exposed to fire to harden

tostón
Mexican 50 cent coin



totomoxtle
dry corn leaf

toxonomista
Specialist in taxonomy that is the science of classification in natural history

tozco
Gross, poorly made. Also serves to define the person who handles things and the situation without due care.

tozico
tozico is incorrectly written and it should be written as "toxic" being its meaning:<br>It is said of products or elements
that are harmful to human beings and animals

tórtolas
Common name of some grey birds with white breast

tr
It is short for translator, tr .  , with dot at the end

trabajo de parto
It is the process in which a woman becomes pregnant gives birth, can be assisted medical, of any other person, or
completely alone

tracalero
Tracalero or tracalera, person who does not pay the debt contracting. And does not it is the same tracalera as tracalada,
which means, noise or scandal

traccionar
Cheat, not correspond properly to the trust placed in one

traductores
People translate from one language to another, it can be verbal or written texts

trae4 agua a su molino
trae4 water to its mill is incorrectly written and should be written as "bring water to his mill" being its meaning:<br>Take
advantage of any situation to obtain a personal benefit

traer como un zarandillo
Bring it to one side to other activities or compliance proceedings

traga aldabas
It is said of the person who eats whatever they put in front of him



tragarte la rierra
swallow the rierra is incorrectly written and it should be written as "tragame Earth" being its meaning:<br>An expression
that is used to give emphasis to referring to the confrontation of a difficult situation

tragos
It is the action of passing from mouth to the internal part of the system digestive, certain amount of liquid in small parts
called " 34 drinks;. the word is also used to refer to the consumption of alcoholic beverages. For example, " we are going
to take us a few drinks "

trailero
The man who operates or drives a trailer

trakalosa
trakalosa is incorrectly written, and should be written as "tracaloza" as meaning:<br>Person who has by custom debt,
which then finds it difficult to pay off

tranquiza
It is giving or receiving hits

transaban
They transaban is incorrectly written and it should be written as they "tranzaban" to be its meaning:<br>Been hooked,
do business or try something to make profit at the expense of someone else

transacciones
Negotiations

transeúnte
Person who goes from one place to another

transferibilidad
That you can transfer or change. Example, it makes use of the portability to transfer an employee from one branch to
another of the same company

transgresiones
It is the faults of order, regulations or laws

traqueteado
Person, animal or object with physical wear and tear, can be age, excessive work or use

traqueteos
Continuous movements of persons or things from one place another

trashambrido



Who's hungry, he's got time not to eat well

trashumantes
Cattle that when or migrates in certain periods of time in order to gain access to new pastures

trasijeadera
Move things or objects causing disorder

trasnacional o transnacional
The right thing to do is transnational

traspaperlarse
traspaperlarse is incorrectly written, and should be written as "traspapelar" is still its meaning:<br>Lost a paper or
document including

traspatio
Back yard of a House, is used to distinguish the front and side yards of some houses or other buildings

trasquilado
Poorly made haircut that results in hair looking bad

trastero
Furniture, usually wooden, with shelves to place mainly kitchen utensils, commonly referred to as " 34 frets;

trasteros
Kitchen cabinet where utensils used in food preparation are placed

trastes
These are the set of utensils used for eating and preparing food

trastocado
Person who is not well with his mental faculties

tresero
Word used to refer to the year, when such a Word is not to use

trespeleques
Plural of trespeleque, person with very little hair

triciclo
Three wheel bike



trifulca
Event out of order, lawsuit, scandal

trincar antonimo
Give, give, give, give

trinchador
Furniture dining room, where utensils are saved usually used in the same, such as: tablecloths, covered dishes, etc.

trini
Diminutive of the name Trinity

trinos
Song of the birds

trinquetero
Ratchet or ratchet, person who likes or lives by cheating on others

trios
Plural trio, sets of three people or things

tripas
It is a common name given to the intestines, which are part of the digestive system of people and animals

triquero
Accumulation of objects of little or no material value


